A critical review of the ethical and legal issues in human germline gene editing: Considering human rights and a call for an African perspective
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In the wake of the advent of genome editing technology CRISPR-Cas9 (clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-associated protein 9), there has been a global debate around the implications of manipulating the human genome. While CRISPR-based germline gene editing is new, the debate about the ethics of gene editing is not – for several decades now, scholars have debated the ethics of making heritable changes to the human genome. The arguments that have been raised both for and against the use of genetic technologies in human reproduction reiterate much of the arguments made in the pre-CRISPR debate. As such, it is instructive for South Africa to reflect on these arguments now, in considering our position on the regulation of the use of this novel biotechnology. There are two dominant schools of thought in this area, bioliberalism and bioconservatism. Bioconservatives raise concerns about the risks of genetic manipulation, and argue that it ought to be limited or prohibited to avert these risks to human health and human nature. Bioliberal scholars are more open to the prospect of genetic manipulation, because of its potential utility. In this article, I conclude that in liberal democracies such as our own, bioliberal arguments ought to be seriously considered when formulating policy on human genome editing because of the extent to which they resonate with our Constitutional values and human rights. I further suggest that there is a need for an enquiry into the relevance of African perspectives on the ethical questions that arise concerning germline genome editing.


In 2012, a group of scientists in the USA published the first article on a novel biotechnology derived from bacteria, which could be used to make precise changes to specific locations in the genome.[1] This technology, called CRISPR-Cas9 (clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-associated protein 9),[2] has since generated a significant amount of attention in the scientific community, academia and popular media alike, because of its potential application in humans. This is because it provides a cheap, efficient and relatively precise means of modifying the genome, and could be used to remove specific genes or to insert new ones.[3][4] While CRISPR-Cas9 has undoubtedly garnered the most attention, it is but one of the many biotechnologies which may be used in germline gene editing at some point.[5] CRISPR-Cas9 has shown a great deal of promise as a possible means for curing previously incurable, debilitating genetic diseases such as Huntington's chorea, Tay Sachs disease and cancer.[6][7][8][9] While much of the attention this technology has garnered is due to the prospect of these unprecedented therapeutic gains becoming a reality within the foreseeable future, much of the discourse around CRISPR-Cas9 has centred on concern about the similarly unprecedented risks this technology brings with it.[10][11][12][13]

In the wake of the advent of CRISPR-Cas9, there have been numerous calls for the use of this technology to be halted, either permanently or temporarily. The first such call for a moratorium on CRISPR-Cas9 came from the scientific community, at the 2015 International Summit on Human Genome Editing, which concluded that a moratorium on both research and clinical application of germline genome editing (GGE) was necessary because it would be irresponsible to proceed with using CRISPR-Cas9 until its safety and efficacy had been established, and a social consensus was achieved.[14] Shortly after this, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in the USA[15] declared that it ‘will not fund any use of gene-editing technologies in human embryos’, citing reservations about the ethics of ‘altering the germline in a way that affects the next generation without their consent’, and a current lack of medical applications that justify GGE.[16] More recently, the World Health Organization (WHO) issued a public statement that ‘it would be irresponsible at this time for anyone to proceed with clinical applications of human germline editing.[17] Given that CRISPR-based genome editing has been at the centre of the recent debate on GGE at a global level, the present article will focus on this particular genetic technology, and consider its implications for South Africa (SA).

While CRISPR-Cas9 is new, debate on the ethics of gene editing is not. In 1972, Paul Berg refined his technique for using viruses to insert fragments of DNA from other organisms into the genome of bacteria to create recombinant DNA.[18][19] And from the moment Berg’s so-called ‘gene-chimaera’ experiments became practically feasible, people’s minds turned to the possibility of using similar genetic manipulation techniques in humans, and questions were raised about the social, political and ethical implications of doing so. However, it is only recently that the possibility of using biotechnology to alter the human genome has become a probability, and these once abstract debates have become more relevant than ever before. In light of this
new development, questions have been raised about the ethical and legal permissibility of heritable genome editing in SA. The legality of gene editing in SA has been described as ‘ambiguous’.[37] This is because our law has no provisions directly relating to germline gene editing. However, section 57(1)(a) of the National Health Act No. 61 of 2003[38] does prohibit the manipulation of ‘any genetic material, including genetic material of human gametes, zygotes or embryos’. It is not clear whether this provision applies to all forms of genetic manipulation, or just to human reproductive cloning. As such, there is clearly a need for regulatory reform on the law relating to GGE in SA, to provide clarity.

In the course of this policy reform, it is imperative for policymakers, scholars and ordinary South Africans to reflect not only on the current arguments around GGE, but the broader history of the debate on the genetic manipulation of future persons. To this end, this article provides a high-level review of arguments both for and against GGE in the pre-CRISPR debate. It highlights some critical issues that emanate from this debate that are relevant to the SA context. It does not endeavour to outline the entirety of the myriad and diverse views on this controversial issue that have emerged over the last few decades. Instead, the article seeks to provide an overview of the dominant schools of thought on the regulation of GGE, in order to inform and encourage broader debate on the issue today.

**Editing the human genome: a line not to be crossed?**

The big question at the centre of the global discourse on the ethics of GGE is whether prospective parents ought to be allowed to choose to have children with modified genomes, or whether heritable change to the human genome is a line that ought not to be crossed. There are a myriad diverse views in this area – which range between these poles – but certain trends have emerged in arguments that are made either for or against GGE. Those holding the latter view often shrink away from the prospect of using genetic technologies in human reproduction because of moral reservations about going against ‘nature’ or ‘playing God’.[39] In expressing such reservations, GGE has often been equated to state-sponsored eugenics programs of early 20th century Britain, the USA and Nazi Germany, which had the agenda of eradicating the ‘unfit’ while encouraging the ‘fit’ to reproduce.[38] These claims labelling the use of genetic technologies by prospective parents as the new, ‘liberal’ eugenics evoke powerful imagery that invites repudiation of these innovations.[40] Proponents of so-called liberal eugenics respond to this parallel to Nazi eugenics that what was wrong with eugenics practices was unrelated to the aspiration of making biological changes that benefit future generations (such as by freeing them of genetic diseases), and rather that the means used to achieve this suppressed liberty, by depriving individuals of reproductive choice.[39] This, it is argued, is dissimilar to how it is expected that GGE will actually be used in liberal democracies, which it is argued will enhance procreative liberty by broadening the reproductive choices parents can make. That being said, there has been extensive debate about what limits (if any) the state ought to impose on parental choice when it comes to GGE. It is widely held that while genetic alterations to treat heritable diseases or disability are morally justifiable because they are done for a ‘therapeutic’ purpose, using genome editing technology to effect changes such as higher intelligence is not, because they constitute genetic ‘enhancement’.[42] The problem with this characterisation, however, is that it is at times difficult to discern what potential genetic modifications are therapeutic, and which are not, and thus views on acceptable genetic modifications may vary significantly.[44]

Despite GGE arguably promoting the freedom of prospective parents, many scholars hold the view that there is something ethically problematic about parents making decisions that determine the genetic characteristics of their prospective children.[45,46] One such scholar, Jürgen Habermas,[47] argues that genome editing is objectionable because it entails a perversion of the parent-child dynamic in that it amounts to the instrumentalisation of the prospective child. In a similar vein, Harold Baillie[48] argues that genetic modification objectifies the prospective child and, in removing the element of wonder that comes with not being able to determine who or what a child will be, one forgets the ‘serendipity of life’.

Arguments of this kind tend to rely on the Kantian principle known as the categorical imperative, which demands that individuals should always be treated as ends, not merely means. John Harris[49] contends that the interpretation these arguments give to the categorical imperative is a blunt application thereof, which, if one were to take it seriously, leads to absurd conclusions. To illustrate, he argues that applying the categorical imperative as being opposed to all forms of deriving some benefit at the expense of others would require that we also prohibit blood transfusions, notwithstanding that it would cost millions of people their lives. Enunciating what he argues is a proper interpretation of the Kantian principle, Harris opines that one cannot equate deriving benefits from a person – such as receiving a blood transfusion – to treating him or her as a mere means to an end. Similarly, a parent satisfying his or her desire to have a child with particular genetic characteristics does not necessarily mean they are treating that child as a mere means to an end, and thereby violating the categorical imperative.

Scholars who make arguments in the way of Baillie ostensibly place significant stock in the idea that parent-child relationships are based on the genome of the child being a product of chance and not choice. The reason for this, according to Habermas, is that parental discretion ought not to intrude upon a child’s ethical freedom, that is, the right of a child to a sense of self-identity – which is intimately connected to certain biological foundations, including the child possessing an unmanipulated genetic inheritance.[50]

There are two major criticisms of the argument that GGE is impermissible because prospective persons are entitled to unaltered genomes. Firstly, the argument assumes that using genetic technologies to modify the genome of a potential child is meaningfully different from the other ways in which parents may influence the traits of their offspring, which are currently accepted as permissible. Paul Rabinow[51] highlights the problem with this assumption: the capacity of prospective parents to make decisions concerning their child’s genetic characteristics is not an unusual one. Even before the advent of genetic technologies, humans have engaged in what is described as ‘selectionist genetics’ through the sexual section of partners based on them possessing desirable traits. As with selection using genetic technologies, the goal of selectionist genetics is to pass desired characteristics to offspring, but unlike genetic technologies, the methods of selectionist genetics are slow and inefficient. By using genetic technologies, prospective parents are now able to select traits to pass on to offspring with greater
precision. They have the ability to introduce traits not present in the genomes of either parent – and it is this higher level of control that Rabinow observes as causing genetic selection to be perceived as being more problematic than sexual selection.

To what extent this perception is justified speaks to the second criticism of the aforementioned argument: it ascribes moral significance to the genome, based on the idea that because genes are foundational to our biology, they are foundational to our identity as humans. This assumption is representative of a trend that has emerged in the era of genomics – much as the concept of the eternal soul was once seen as embodying the essence of what it means to be human, the genome has come to be viewed as a secular equivalent. The claim that genes are fundamental to human identity is problematic as it overemphasizes the extent to which genes influence who a person is. It is at this point trite that individuals are a product of not only their genes (i.e. nature) but also their environment (i.e. nurture).

Habermas endeavours to justify why he perceives GGE as more objectionable than other methods of genetic trait selection: he argues that in the case of genetic modification there is a ‘collision’ between a prospective parent’s interest in determining the nature of the prospective person, and that prospective person’s self-identity. This, he argues, is different from the way in which other exercises of parental choices, such as sexual selection, impact on the prospective child’s sense of identity. This, it is argued, is because by using genetic technologies to choose the genetic characteristics of their potential child, parents determine a fundamental aspect of the child’s identity for them. Accordingly, the prospective child will never have the opportunity to undo these aspects of their identity that his or her parents have chosen for them.

It is not apparent that this explains why the act of choosing to use genetic technologies to influence a child’s identity is different from using private schooling or drugs such as Ritalin, in any ethically relevant way. It might be true that genetically modified children could not (entirely) undo their genetic endowments. Still, these children could engage in revisionary reflection on what that genetic modification means to them, and their self-perception. It is not necessarily the case that for genetically modified children, the fact that they are genetically modified will be central to their sense of who they are.

The bioconservative perspective

While there are many who share Habermas’ apprehensions about genetic modification and its implications for what it means to be human, generally speaking, even those who are sceptical of genetic technologies concede that their use may be permissible in some way or another. This is a concept that has previously abounded in debates about cloning. The core claims of the genetic determinism argument may be expressed in the following way:

(i) Human beings have intrinsic moral worth.
(ii) Possessing a human genome is what makes you a human being.
(iii) Therefore, the human genome has intrinsic moral worth.

As such, cloning a human embryo (which contains a unique genetic code, and which may become a person with said genetic code) is the same thing as ‘creating a Xerox copy of a person’.

To attribute moral significance to genes is, however, problematic for several reasons. For instance, the claim that human species-typical behaviour – as a result of human genes – is deserving of some manner of special consideration could be criticised as being nothing more than what Peter Singer describes as ‘speciesism’ – an irrational bias in favour of one’s own species. This is because there is nothing unique to the human genome that would warrant special moral significance.

Using the concept of human nature as a basis for ethical guidance is evidently difficult – despite its rhetorical appeal, it is an ephemeral concept with no clear meaning, and this impairs its usefulness as an ethical standard. Notwithstanding this, bioethics has seen the emergence of a school of thought centred on the concept of human nature, which Ronald Bailey describes as ‘bioconservative’. He characterises bioconservatives as aiming to restrict the use of biotechnology, because biotech innovation threatens their devoutly held notions of human nature, their social and political views, and their ideas of proper community control.

A definitive feature of bioconservative arguments is the significant weight they place on the necessity of avoiding these threats. This is sought to be achieved through regulation based on the precautionary principle. There are several formulations of the precautionary principle, and no singular definition of it exists, but a feature common to most formulations is that they proceed from the premise that the kind of risk presented by the use of genetic technologies is unique. This new risk, it is argued, warrants a departure from the usual mechanisms of how we determine whether a particular health intervention should be made available to the public – that is, by weighing probable risks against probable gains. This is necessary because, according to bioconservatives, determining if and when genetic manipulation is appropriate using conventional methods of risk assessment gives too little weight to the nature of the threat to human nature and future generations. This is because these risks are difficult to quantify, or statistically improbable. For proponents of the precautionary principle, even a minimal risk of the threats that they fear may come to pass if genetic technologies technologies.
Some bioliberal scholars even go as far as claiming that we have a judgements do not constitute just cause to limit these rights. and that claims that GGE should be limited based on sentiments such as the entitlement to modify the genomes of their prospective children, that the rights of parents in reproduction give them a prima facie liberty – which Robertson observes, libertarianism in reproduction means that a person has the right to select for specific genes, or do anything that he or she chooses in the course of becoming a parent. This approach applies the right to procreative liberty – which Robertson views as extending to new reproductive technologies – to GGE.

The bioliberal approach to the use of genetic technologies in reproduction may have deleterious consequences for the prospective child, such as being subject to stigma for being genetically modified, Harris points out that at this point these concerns are mere speculation, and completely disregard the possibility of social learning allowing humanity to adapt to any changes that do materialise. Rather than seeking, in futility, to block or limit these technologies, Stock opines that our energies should be directed at determining the best way to regulate genetic technologies to realise their benefits while minimising their risks and protecting our fundamental freedoms.

The defining feature of bioliberal arguments is their regard for the libertarian principle that the freedom of individuals should not be limited without just cause. As Robertson observes, libertarianism in reproduction means that a person has the right to select for specific genes, or do anything that he or she chooses in the course of becoming a parent. This approach applies the right to procreative liberty – which Robertson views as extending to new reproductive technologies – to GGE.

The bioliberal approach to the use of genetic technologies is that the rights of parents in reproduction give them a prima facie entitlement to modify the genomes of their prospective children, and that claims that GGE should be limited based on sentiments such as the sanctity of life are untenable because such subjective value judgments do not constitute just cause to limit these rights. Some bioliberal scholars even go as far as claiming that we have a moral duty to modify prospective persons genetically. Human rights and heritable genome editing

Several activities related to gene editing potentially fall within the Constitutionally protected interests of several parties in liberal democracies such as SA, including scientists and medical researchers, prospective parents and the children who may be born with a modified genome. And yet human rights have often been overlooked or underplayed in the global debate around CRISPR-Cas9.

Of particular import in this regard are the reproductive rights of the prospective parents who would be choosing to have a genetically modified child. Of the various ethics statements on gene editing issued in relation to CRISPR-Cas9, the only one to give significant regard to the potential role to be played by human rights is the report by the Nuffield Council on Bioethics. This report departed from the general consensus towards a moratorium, concluding that there are circumstances within which GGE would be permissible, and that there are moral reasons to allow research to continue. In reaching this conclusion, the Nuffield Council report notes that the use of CRISPR-Cas9 technology intersects with the high premium modern liberal democracies give to the need to respect the reproductive goals of persons seeking to become parents. SA is one such liberal democracy, and the Constitutional Court has recognised that the reproductive rights of parents apply to the use of new reproductive technologies in order to have a child.

While bioconservatives may consider GGE an unprecedented intrusion into the destiny of future generations, bioliberal scholars have argued that GGE is in no way meaningfully different from other ways in which parents can influence their children – and as such, there is nothing necessarily ethically impermissible about it. In a review of recent reports by major ethics bodies in the USA, UK and Germany, respectively, it appears that is a view which is globally reflected, as neither the 2017 report by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, the 2018 report by the Nuffield Council on Bioethics nor the 2019 report by the German Ethics Council concluded that there was anything inherently unethical about GGE such that it could never be permitted. Accordingly, if the safety and efficacy issues of heritable genome editing can be overcome, there is a compelling case in favour of permitting parents to choose to use this technology, based on human rights.

A call for an African perspective on the ethics of germline gene editing

In addition to the human rights dimensions of gene editing, another real oversight in the current debates around CRISPR-Cas9, which is relevant to SA, has been the Eurocentric paradigm within which these issues have been framed. This is problematic because the neglect of the African perspective poses a challenge to the implementation of recommendations for regulating GGE in Africa – as they omit relevant, context-specific factors. For instance, while Western positions appear to be extremely mindful of the possibility of the use of CRISPR-Cas9 being somehow akin to eugenics practices, no such similar historical considerations appear to have significant bearing outside of the USA and Europe, with public opinion polls outside these areas showing a greater public openness to GGE. Moreover, the way in which the debate around GGE has been framed relies on certain normative assumptions – such as the distinction between ‘negative selection’ for therapeutic purposes, and
‘positive selection’ for purposes of enhancement, with the latter being perceived as more ethically dubious. This is because there is said to be no compelling reason for genetic improvement. It is for this reason that ethics statements such as the one issued by the Association for Responsible Research and Ethics in Genome Editing in 2018(20) claim that genetic modification of the CCR5 gene to prevent children from contracting HIV is a genetic enhancement, and therefore unnecessary and unethical.

While there is clearly no immediate imperative for genetic enhancement in the West, in SA we face a high infectious disease burden and challenges in public healthcare, and socioeconomic challenges have meant that existing treatment has been ineffective and led to deaths that could have been prevented.(21) In the face of several epidemics due to infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS, there is arguably a strong imperative for exploring any course that could lead to the eradication or mitigation of a disease that claims millions of lives in Africa, even if it amounts to genetic enhancement. This is relevant to the call made by many scientists and ethicists, most notably Lander et al.,(22) for a moratorium on GGE.

On the African continent, most states are developing economies dealing with public health challenges caused by infectious diseases. In this context, while concerns about the cost of carelessly pursuing genome modification voiced by bioconservative scholars and echoed by the recent statements by the 2015 World Summit,(23) the US NIH(24) and the WHO(25) are well-founded, we ought to be equally wary of the cost of being too cautious. Moratoriums carry a danger of delaying good science, and the longer that delay, the more people who are born, suffer and die without benefiting from a therapeutic intervention that could have had a major impact on their lives. There is, therefore, a strong reason for African states to reconsider the extent to which this imperative ought to influence the determination of whether GGE is ethical – and to do so from an ethical perspective rooted in African perspectives on questions of morality.

Conclusion

GGE poses several complex legal and ethical questions that raise challenging issues such as whether manipulating the human genome is (ethically and legally) permissible, whether prospective parents are entitled to make decisions regarding the genetic characteristics of their prospective children – including by genome editing, and what the impact of GGE will be on a child born through the use of these technologies. While there are no clear answers to these questions, it is clear that they are not questions that can be ignored, given that safe GGE may be possible in the foreseeable future. Ethical perspectives on these issues clearly vary, and bioconservative scholars voice concerns that many seem to have about issues such as the possible outcomes of GGE on persons born from the use of these technologies. One cannot, however, completely discount GGE in SA, given that at the core, bioliberal arguments in favour of permitting GGE are grounded in the value of freedom upon which our Bill of Rights is founded, and potentially implicate the human rights of several persons. As such, the critical question in SA, from a legal perspective, is not ‘should we allow people to modify their future offspring genetically?’ but rather ‘do we have a good reason to stop them?’
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